Abstract
Introduction
Location based services (LBS) have become popular due to the explosive growth of GPSenabled mobile devices. Moreover, with the growth of LBS and social network services (SNS), a geo-social network is constructing connections between location information and social network. A good example is proximity based services, which is so-called "friendalarm": alert me when any of my friends (also called buddies) is within 10 miles of me, so that I can contract with them. Such friend-alarm has more and more brought to the attention of the mobile application.
Proximity based services are one class of LBS, which process spatial range queries to check when moving buddies approach the vicinity of the query issuer. It is important to note that proximity based services focus on two aspects. First, spatial range is the circle centered at the issuer's location and having the proximity threshold radius defined by the issuer or moving buddies. Second, spatial range queries are with respect to the current location of the query issuer and moving buddies. Usually, proximity service is computed by a third party service provider (SP) or the issuer's itself, so it is required the mobile user to share his (her) location with SP or his (her) buddies. Because that location information could contain useful information which is far more than the location itself, location sharing could lead to the leakage of the key information. This is an issue that has been caused wide public concern in the last year in LBS. Also, and this is a trade-off between protecting users' location privacy and acquiring proximity services quantity.
Therefore, a privacy-preserving proximity services should be designed to meet the need as follows, regarding a) to guarantee strong location privacy requirement, and b) to release as little location information as possible. Because that the user does not trusted the SP and may not be willing to share completely location information with the buddies. Therefore, in privacy-preserving proximity services, it is needed that, a) SP should not acquire the issuer's exact location information; b) a user may be agreed to obtain that any of the buddies is located in neighborhood, while only to get limited location information about the buddies.
Existing methods mainly classify two categories, one is spatial generalization, and another is the homomorphic encryption. Unfortunately, both of them consider that mobile users move in the Euclidean space, and the Euclidean distance between two users is introduced to measure the vicinity. However, the actual terrain is 3D surface, in which the Euclidean distance will no longer be suitable because of its huge deviation. Therefore, a protection privacy executable on 3D surface is needed in proximity services.
In this paper, we break through the limitation of traditional Euclidean distance, and propose a new accurate proximity method based on the triangle fractal to meet the proximity services in the actual terrain. The main contributions of this paper are the following.
 To our knowledge, this paper firstly considers privacy-preserving proximity services on 3D smooth terrain surface.  This paper introduces the triangle fractal on 3D smooth surface, and then generalizes the user's location in a triangular area space, which can effectively protect the user's location privacy against the SP and the buddies.  This paper proposes a method for measurement of the proximity range that is based the approximate geodesic distance between the two user's generalization regions, which can obtain more accurate results than using the Euclidean distance for 3D smooth surface.  This paper designs a privacy-preserving proximity query protocol, which depends on commutative encryption on hashed granule index of location generalization. This protocol can provide complete privacy with respect to the SP and the buddies.
Related Work
Previous works for privacy preservation in LBS mainly focus on the following three dimensions: a) location privacy b) identity privacy c) query privacy, that is, "who is it? Where is it? What to do? " An effective means to protect the privacy is anonymous, in which Kanonymous is the most commonly and the most effective anonymous method. K anonymous initially by Samarati [1] and Sweeney [2] , it is mainly used for making any user with another K-1 undistinguished. Based on this, Machanavajjhala put forward L-diversity concept [3] , whose basic idea is that each K anonymous group should contain at least L difference of sensitive information.
LBS can provide services for mobile users based on their location, including a) place of interesting (POI) finder (e.g., a KNN query), mobile users query stationary, b) proximity query, mobile users query mobile users. In LBS, the purpose of location privacy-preserving ensure that the mobile user's exact location don't leak when they enjoy the high quantity services. Existing location privacy-preserving technique in POI finder mainly focuses on false dummies [11] , space transformation [12] , and spatial cloaking [1] [2] [3] [4] [5] [6] [7] [8] [9] [10] . Indeed, both false dummies and space transformation rely on the fake location, with which will bring huge deviation for proximity query, so both of them are not suitable for proximity query.
System Model

Proximity Services
Proximity services should include three participators: 1) the location querier, 2) the location publisher, 2）the proximity Services Provider (SP). Notice that a mobile user can be a querier and a publisher at the same time. In this paper, it is provided that the buddies are predefined, and the buddy list can be dynamic updated. A querier Q initiates the proximity query for each of her buddies P, if the following condition is satisfied, then P is in the proximity of Q. denotes the geodesic distance between Q and P and Q  is the proximity threshold given by P.
Privacy Requirements
A Naïve proximity services method processes as follows: when a user issues a proximity request, she will update her location to the SP, which charges the distance calculation. In the Naïve method, the user's exact location privacy is disclosed with respect to the SP and her buddies. In this paper, we focus on how to acquire the services as little as possible leaking location information, that is, the user should be able to control the location information to be closed. This paper introduces the triangle fractal on 3D smooth surface, and then generalizes the user's location in a triangular region. It is considered that any two triangle generalization areas do not interact and the unions of all triangle generalization area are exactly the whole spatial domain. All users express their privacy requirements by specifying the granularities of the minimum generalization region, that is, MGR. While in theory each user can choose a different MGR value, for simplicity, this paper considers a unified MGR value for each user.
Privacy Threats
It is assumed that both SP and buddies are considered as potential adversaries, moreover, both of them are semi-honest and independent. That is, they will follow the query process and will not collude with each other, but they are likely to try to obtain the issuer's exact location. At
If user P who is one of Q's buddies is a neighbor of Q, then Q will discover that P is located in the circle with the radius Q  , which is defined by Q. So, user P cannot control the location information disclosure to his buddies. Therefore, this system requires a minimum proximity threshold m in  , which is smaller than the defined proximity threshold value of each user. That is, there is a safe proximity range for each user to disclose to buddies.
Background
The Simplex Segmentation Method
The simplex segmentation is a triangulation method which is a very important pretreatment technology for the numerical analysis and graphics. B.Delaunary discussed in detail Delaunary triangulation, which is evolved from Voronoi-graph and is the most close to the rules of the triangulation. Definition 1 A Delaunay triangulation for a set P of points in a plane is a triangulation DT(P) such that no point in P is inside the circumcircle of any triangle in DT(P), and it maximize the minimum angle of all the angles of the triangles in the triangulation.
Approximate Geodesic Distance on a Triangle Mesh
Similar that Euclidean distance is the shortest distance between two points on the plane, the geodesic distance is the local shortest path between two points on the 3D space. For example, the geodesic distance between two points on sphere is the shortest arc to connect two points. In this paper, we introduce the work [19] , in which to map the different planes of points to the same plane is by constructing a virtual point. The following descriptions are about that the two triangles are not in the same plane. There are two collinear ( 
Figure 1. Approximate Geodesic Distance on Two Triangles
Step 1:
, meet the equation 1) and 2). Figure 1 ) is listed as follows. a) Case 1, ' 1
Commutative Encryption
Commutative encryption is a technique for secure multi-parties computation. Informally, a commutative encryption 
That is,
is a bijection.
System Design
In this paper, we consider to cloak the user's location within a generalization region with a Delaunary triangulation, and then to measure the proximity range with approximate geodesic distance on triangle granule. Final, a privacy-preserving proximity request protocol based on commutative encryption can be presented to process proximity services.
Spatial Generalization
Spatial generalization is offline run by a query user to cloaking her exact location within a triangulation region, whose spatial granularity is the user's privacy requirement. In this paper, for simplicity, the size of the spatial granularity is preliminary defined by the system, that is, all users have the same privacy profile. Furthermore, the user's location is expressed as a unique granule index i of the generalization granularity () gi . In this paper, we introduce our research on the triangulation algorithm based on fractal network topology to build triangle model [17] . In the work, sensor nodes should be evenly spread on 3D smooth surface, and the boundary points will be located, then we take advantage of 3DT-ST algorithm to process Delaunary triangulation for the boundary points and SPN nodes [17] . The result of spatial generalization is shown as Figure 2 . 
Measurement of the Proximity Range
As discussed before, user Q's proximity is located in the proximity circle centered in her location with radius Q  , but due to spatial generalization, the proximity circle should be replace with proximity granule set Q G , which is the union of granules which intersect with the proximity circle. That is, Q G meets the equation 7. When user Q issues a proximity query, if any buddy P locates in one of Q G , then P is the proximity of Q.
Where Q lo c represents the Q's location and j is the granule index in which each buddy P is located. Before executing proximity services, the geodesic distance between any two triangles is need to pre-computed offline. For simplicity, we will transform the geodesic distance from a point to a plane into the geodesic distance from a point to a point. In this paper, we will choose interior point of the triangle instead of the triangulation granularity, that is, o are interior point of the granule index i and j respectively). Therefore, geodesic distance measurement problem can be transformed into the calculation of the shortest path between any two points in the weighted graph, where, the vertex of the graph is the interior point of the triangle, the weigh value on the edge is the geodesic distance between two collinear triangles, which can be first calculated offline. So, a Dijkstra algorithm will be introduced to calculate the geodesic distanc e from a point to the rest of the points. The process procedure is shown in Table 1 . Obviously, the geodesic distance between 1 o to 4 o is 9. Final, all geodesic distance is stored in a two-dimensional array by order. When a user Q (located triangle index is 1) issues a proximity request, an algorithm for the proximity range calculation can be executed to find the 1 o row by order. Once the geodesic distance from 1 o point is exceeds the proximity threshold (e.g., 
Privacy-preserving Proximity Query Protocol
The proximity request protocol is run by a querier Q that wants to search which of her buddies are in vicinity. It is assumed that all users update their buddies list to the SP before the implementation of the protocol. It is shown as Figure 4 , the proximity request and response work as follows: When Q send a proximity request to the SP, then the SP send a location request to each of her buddy P, which is contained at the buddy list. Upon receiving the request, each of buddy P replies with a message containing the current hashed location. That is, for each of buddy P, Q receives a tuple
where () P Hi is the hashed value of granule index P i where P is located. 
Proof. Assuming there are no hash collisions, ( ) ( )
E is commutative and bijective.
In the protocol, the SP is only responsible for forwarding the message, rather than participate in the operation. Therefore, the SP does not learn any of the user's location information and inquires proximity results. Moreover, the querier Q only whether each of her buddy P is in proximity or not, without learning in which granule P is located. So, the protocol can provide complete privacy with respect to the SP and the buddies.
Experimental Evaluation
In this section, we will evaluate the performance of our protocol (donated as PPQR) and compare it with C-Hide&Hash(donated as C-H&Hash) and C-Hide&Seek(donated as C-H&Seek) protocols, who consider the user travel in the Euclidean space. In the other two protocols, the C-H&Hash provides the hashed location, which is the same as PPQR, while the C-Hide&Seek provides the encrypted location. For comparison purpose, in each of the protocol, we implement triangle_based granularities, whose projection on a two-dimensional plane are uniform triangle (see Figure 5) .
In the experiments, we randomly generate a normally distributed 3D smooth surface whose projection total size is 215km 2 , and the average density is 465users/km 2 . We use a networked generator to randomly generate about 100,000 mobile users, and some of them are randomly selected to issue queries. The system runs about 4 hours for the users, and the locations are sampled every 2 minutes. Moreover, all users share the same proximity threshed (see Table 2 ) and don't move offline during the test. For simplicity, the granularity size is measured by two-dimensional projection triangulation. The parameter settings are shown on the Table 2 .
Protocol 1 Security Proximity Request Protocol
2) Q apply hash function h to the set Q G :
each of buddy P also apply the same hash function h to P i :
3) Q and SP randomly choose a secret key 
6) SP ships to each of Q's buddy P the message LocaReq, and P replies with the message LocaResp
(b) for each of buddy P, SP encrypt P h with its key SP K : 1) Service precision. This measures the exactness of the outcomes returned by each method, that is the ratio between the number of correct "in proximity" answers over the total number of outcomes. This measures the probability that a buddy reported "in proximity" is actually in proximity. Figure 5 shows that the precise with respect to varying the granularity size and the time interval respectively. Figure 5 shows that our method has better precision. This is due to the fact that our method use the geodesic distance, which is better precision than the Euclidean distance on 3D surface. Moreover, our method uses the user's real-time location, while C-H&Seek uses the location reported during the previous update interval. So, our method is not affected by the time interval. This evaluates the extra computation and communication costs introduced in these protocols. Computational costs on proximity services include: 1) the spatial generalization, 2) the hash or encryption operation, and 3) the judgment for proximity. The PPQR has the same computational costs with C-H&Hash, has more computational costs than the C-H&Seek because of the commutative encryption. Moreover, it is needed to judge each of buddies, so the computational costs grow linearly in the number of buddies in three protocols.
In Figure 6 (a) we evaluate the average communication costs in the system for each proximity request. It is easily seen that the communication costs grow linearly with the number of buddies for the three protocols, and PPQR have slight larger than C-H&Hash and C-H&Seek. The reason is that, in each proximity request, only the request and the response messages are exchanged between the issuer and the SP in C-H&Hash and CH&Seek, while each buddy and the SP can also exchange messages in PPQR. Figure  6 (b) shows the average total communication costs of proximity services per hour. It is supposed that an update interval of 4 minutes using C-H&Hash and C-H&Seek, and 10 minutes as the average frequency of proximity requests. Since each location update cost less than 300 bytes, the total hourly cost for this sub-protocol is about 4KB. It is due to the fact that our protocol does not require the location update sub -protocol, so PPQR 3) Privacy level. This evaluates how much additional privacy by each method in terms of the size of the generalization region, which is the privacy requirement of each user. As mentioned in Section 5.3, our method can guarantee complete privacy with respect to the SP and the buddies. Figure 7 shows our method and C-H&Hash can provide larger privacy than the privacy requirement, and C-H&Seek can provide the same privacy with the privacy requirement. This means that the privacy provided by our method and C-H&Hash is the uncertainty region. 
Conclusion
In this paper, we propose a privacy-preserving query method, which successfully provides more precise proximity services and solves the location privacy issues on 3D smooth surface. In this paper, we introduce the geodesic distance and put forward a more precise proximity range measurement method based on the triangle fractal. Based on this, a privacy-preserving proximity query protocol is proposed to provide complete privacy with respect to the SP and the buddies. The experiments indicate that our PPQR C-H&Hash C-H&Seek, Privacy Request method can combine high level of privacy-preserving with high quality of services, meanwhile the trade-off between privacy and service is well realized.
